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About This Game

"Danger, Will Robinson!"
Filled with bugs, shorter than you want it to be, lacking features you crave, and just *not* fully tuned yet - this alpha release may
infect your brain and leave you curled, twitching in a corner, while you jones for more zombie goodness. Play at your own risk!

That having been said . . .

Raw, aggressive hunger - there's nothing like being a Zombie when you want to do some damage! Now you can control your
own horde of zombies and lay waste to the tidy world that humans have created for themselves. Feast on their brains, grow,
mutate, and gain incredible powers. Take over a small town (deputies are delicious!). Overwhelm the arriving SWAT units,

gather civilian bodies, and reduce a mighty city to rubble. Feast on the remains of generals as their weapons lie smoldering and
scattered.
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Undead Overlord is the world's most succulent Zombie Dominion RTS. Zoom into a world where destruction is the goal.
Mindless zombies? Not when you are the controlling Mind!

We’re proud to make our Alpha1 build available on Steam Early Access. The game was approved for distribution on Steam
through the Greenlight program last fall, after just over a month’s worth of voting, but the game still needed more work at that

point. The fact of the matter is - it *still* needs more work!

You all know about Beta software. Well . . . Alpha comes before Beta, so it's full of crawling bugs and creeping inconsistencies
that we haven't had time to stomp out just yet - but you can help us do the stomping, and have some fun in the process!

Alpha1.16 lets you experience the beginnings of the reign of the Undead Overlord with the first five story missions, two
skirmish maps, and a special alphaTest map available to those who take part in the game’s Early Access program. Play the game
like you're riding a bucking bronco - ride that sucker into submission. Then participate in forum discussions on the current state

of the game, have your say, and join us as we add more missions, more maps, new features, and work towards a full release.

Alpha1.16a  Jan. 21, 2016 (Current Version)

New

added sound to burning vehicle hulks

collision sounds for grenades

Tuning

Mission 05

1. military command tent downgraded to a small encampment of Cougar teams, to distract less from the primary
mission objective

2. city center warehouses much better defended, and now feature a group of scientists that are the primary mission
goal
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3. lots of new props added, more random survivor groups added

4. end mission objective location arrow added, enabled after Tank goal completed

5. some groups of humans now using wander hint parents to wander about within a limited space on the map
Mission 04

1. squads around military base will now (mostly) all reinforce each other when base is attacked, making the end of
m04 a bit tougher

improved sound of landmine explosions and grenades with new SoundData Prefab tools

swapped m04 + m05 blurbs in the Mission Select screen to better match the audio plays for those missions, small
editorial tweaks to blurbs

Fixes

turrets can’t fire through walls

a few bad textures in m05 cleaned up

fixed missing landmine sounds in skirmishes

fixed the “rotate camera” goal in the m01 tutorial not showing a goal arrow in the scene

fixed burning truck behind gas station in m04 not carved out of navmesh

fixed alpha test menu enabled in skirmish missions by default

fixed no chaos earned for killing a goat

Known Bugs

missing collision for animated police car in m02

Alpha1.16  Oct. 29, 2015

New

Mission 04 - “Night Terrors”

Mission 05 - “Breakthrough”

New human weapon - machine gun turret

Mission Select screen updates:

1. Separate sections for mission maps vs. skirmish maps

2. Updated scene graphics

3. New radio plays for new missions
Bonus goals - all missions (including the two new ones) now have two functional bonus goals
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Pooling and limiting for footstep sounds - footstep sounds don’t go missing, and don’t overlap so much that they cause
weird audio artifacts

Added Steam Cloud support

Better lighting for destroyed pieces of destructibles after the destruction has happened - no longer tied to the character
lighting

Tuning

Boss upgrades cost more

Speed Zombie ranged attack less powerful

Reviewed and tuned starting and max chaos levels for all maps

Fixes

Possible to target the Speed Zombie bile projectile for attack

Mission 01 - Humans running out of bounds

Mission 02 - Goat bonus linked to the wrong character (female rifle unit)

Mission 03 - Swat reinforcements visible at edge of the map and mini map at beginning of the mission

Mission 03 - Speed Zombie mutation pop-up and counter-attack notice pop-up working again

Skirmish 01 - Military spawning out of forward base are backtracking before finding their way

Misc bug fixes

Check out the forums for the complete release notes.

Current Features List

> 5 Missions + 2 Skirmish Maps
> Mutations: 3 Boss Zombies, each with its own Special Ability

> 8 Destructible Vehicles
> 10+ Human Types

> 15+ Destructible Object Types
> 7 Human Weapon Types - Baseball Bat, Pistol, Assault Rifle, Shotgun, Grenade, Land Mines, Machine Gun Emplacement

> Bonus: alphaTest map

Planned Features List

+ 4 more Missions
+ 1 more Skirmish Maps
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+ new Human Weapons (Molotov Cocktail, Rocket Launcher)
+ more Human Types
+ Zombie Upgrades

+ Boss Human
+ A whole bunch of bug fixes, game tuning, and graphical improvements . . .

+ Possible stretch goals based on community feedback!
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Title: Undead Overlord
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
JumpCore Productions
Publisher:
JumpCore Productions
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2014
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Not worth to play. Very bad control and terrible gameplay.. This game is, in simplified terms, similar to many dating sims.
There are over twenty individual girls to "woo", all having certain requirements to progress your relationship with them.

Pros

\u25cf Unlike many dating sims, this offers nearly full vocal dialogue.

\u25cf Has hobbies to train your skills, such as motivation, wisdom, lucky, and nine more, giving a sense of time needed to
improve.

\u25cf Ability to work multiple job and train hobbies at the same time.

\u25cf Can reset the game to increse the speed at which stats, jobs or relationships level up.

\u25cf Free to play, but gives the option to buy diamonds, a special in game currency, if you want to.

Cons

\u25cf Once you get to higher levels in your relationship, stats, or jobs, it takes much longer to level up(six hours to level up a
skill from 44 to 45 at the fastest multiplier for speed increase).

\u25cf The game gives you a cap on the number of actions you can do at one time, dependent on the number of available "time
blocks" you have, and the cost of these actions. Later on you need to train multiple skills at the same time to progress to certain
points in the game. If you don't have a lot of time blocks, training those AND working jobs can be impossible, meaning you
may have to switch back and forth.

\u25cf Can be considered similar to a freemium game. Meaning it's free to play, but you have to pay to progress quicker. Again,
quicker, not quickly.

Conclusion

If you don't mind the pay to progress aspect OR the much slower leveling, you will enjoy this game. If this style of gaming is not
for you or you don't like the concepts I listed, I recommend looking for a different game.. Reached level 2 once so I got that
going for me...

 On a more serious note, if you like really hard games (or hate your life like I do) you should buy this! . Zoom Player is nice and
very good player for using zipped files and folders If you want to play or view your files without you unzipped them. I like to
zip my files in order to easily organize and backup and also save some free space on hard drive.
You can get it with discount sale price if you like purchasing new things on your Steam profile. And also I like easy setup and
easy installing process of Steam. I also want to see free lifetime upgrades, editions, new functions, abilities and more.. Run time
error will not allow the game to open. Tried recommended fix and it still didn't work. Running Windows 10 on a PC. Too bad,
really enjoyed a previous version on Win XP. What can I say, it's good. Many people consider this the best VR sword fighter. I'd
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agree. Could this get any better? oh absolutely it could, but it wont - the developer has ceased all development. I bought it
because i'd really into swordplay, but not everyone would consider this game enjoyable.
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The first floor is stunning. We need more VR apps like this! I originally bought it so I could do a joke review that would
reference a game that had a VR art museum in it, but it was legitimagely badass. I loved the ancient civilizations exhibit! The
second floor wasn't as great and the elevator gave me slight motion sickness, but that's down to personal taste, not a lack of
quality. Definitely check this out!. Nice graphics and dialogs - I love this. I didn\u2019t get it at once how to move safely and
monsters moves.
But then I used health boosts and brake the barrels. It helped to pass the moves and don\u2019t die.

P.S.: do not play at work time! Might be dangerous for your working rutine.. AVOID AT ALL COST, WHY IS THIS STILL
ON STEAM?

cant even pause it. A few years ago the developer potentially had me writing good reviews about this.... file (I wont call it a
game), apparently his programming buddy has gone awol, and this game has been left in the disasterous state it was released in. I
would call it a cashgrab, following the success of audiosurf, and while I really wanted to like it, it is complete trash.

2\/10, pros: small file, quickly removable, at one point it had promise.

cons: all the rest.. this game is really fun, brings back some nostalgia from the movie Small Soldiers, this game definitely will be
going far.. Spawn.
Run around aimlessly in starting town.
Realize I can pick things up.
Start to pick up items in people's homes.
Find vendor.
Sell items.
Big $$$

Go on stealing spree by taking everything that isn't nailed down.
Brother joins.
I teach him the ways.
We strip the town bare.
I have full leather armor we both have swords.
Explore.
Magic Castle sounds cool.
Get distracted.
Kill bandits.
Bear trap a bear and laugh at gank ability.
Find gold.
Mine gold.
Sell gold to unusally rich plant farmer.
Bigger $$$
Still exploring.
See what looks like more bandits.
HelloEasyKills.png
Actually 9ft daemons from hell.
Run.wav
Runfaster.wav
See huts
Empty
Find giant spiders.
hellno.jpg
Sign for Magic Castle.
Almost there.
We find fish people.
Kill one.
No reward, lame.
Continue.
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See magic castle in distance.
Beautiful.
Make it.
Bunch of nerds that do nothing.
Brother glitches through wall, dies.
Brother loses everything.
GG.

"Same time tommorow?"

9/10

Haven't gotten to see too too much, but I enjoy what I've seen thus far. A game to play with friends for sure, but the price tag is
a bit too heavy for my tastes. I understand 20 for EA, but getting a copy for you and a friend is difficult if both are $20.

Really excited to see it come along and for them to fix a few of the things out there. Cheers!. Very real and creepy feeling.
Loved horror films and haunted houses when I was younger. Had to turn it off 5 minutes in, I'm such a wimp.
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